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First Physics at the LHCFirst Physics at the LHC
seen seen 

through the eyes of ALICEthrough the eyes of ALICE
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Almost to the day, 19 years ago..Almost to the day, 19 years ago..

attended by over 60 physicists

experimental areas will be finalized by end ‘91

start of physics operation foreseen  for 1998

.. should it slip, we stretch the construction schedule ..

Then, on 
November 23rd 2009,
somebody pressed 

the 
‘fast forward’

button..
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The LHC (and everything else) accelerates ..The LHC (and everything else) accelerates ..

..after concentrated preparations..

.. and tense anticipation..

Monday, 23rd November, ~15:30
in the ALICE Control Room
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some anxious minutes waiting for collisions..some anxious minutes waiting for collisions..

~ 16:35
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The first ‘event’ pops up in the ACRThe first ‘event’ pops up in the ACR

~ 16:41
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Relief and jubilation.. Relief and jubilation.. 
Collisions in ALICE !!

.. and some celebration..
~ 16:42
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‘First Physics’ in the making‘First Physics’ in the making

After years of looking at simulated data, there was no holding back:
First physics results examined, 

ca 1 hour after data taking finished (284 events !)..

~ 18:00
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Physics exploitation of ALICE has started for good !Physics exploitation of ALICE has started for good !

Phase 1: rediscovering the standard model
(QCD in the case of ALICE)

The average number of charged particles
created perpendicular to the beam

in pp collisions at 900 GeV is:
dN/dη = 3.10 ± 0.13 (stat) ± 0.22 (syst)

This is the first (and easiest) of
many numbers we need to (re)measure to
get confidence in our detectors, tune the
simulations, study background, ....
Phase 2 is still a long way to go..

last time measured at the ISR for pp

≈≈≈≈ ππππ
National Geographic News (4 Dec.) 

‘….a machine called ALICE....
found that a (!) proton-proton collision 

recorded on November 23 
created the precise ratio 

of matter and antimatter particles 
predicted from theory..’
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The Drop has become a Trickle ..The Drop has become a Trickle ..

TPC track
TRD track

HMPID
Cherenkov Ring

Muon Spectrometer

ITS

TPC, TRD, TOF, HMPID

On 6th December, ‘stable beams’ 
were declared & we could switch on
all ALICE detectors for the first time..
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ALICE special:  Particle Identification
(very important for heavy ion physics later in 2010)

15/2/2006 LHCC Status Report J. Schukraft

.. and the Trickle is becoming a Flood.... and the Trickle is becoming a Flood..

ITS

Total events collected: > 1 M
‘Good pp interactions’: 500 k
- 100 k : B = 0  (alignment)
- 10 k : B reversed (systematics)
- 30 k : √s = 2.36 TeV

TRD

Electrons

Pions

velocity v/c

TOF
Protons

Kaons

Pions

all plots:
preliminary calibration & alignment !

TPCNo vertex cut !
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Tracking works beautifullyTracking works beautifully

Beam spot at 2.36 TeV

TPC pt spectrum
Preliminary

preliminary alignment !

SPD Vertex resolution versus # tracks
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The Particle Zoo Revisited:The Particle Zoo Revisited:

PDG: 1115.7 MeV

Λ → πp

PDG: 497.6 MeV

K0
s → ππ

PDG: 1115.7 MeV

Λ → πp

… National Geographic was sort of correct..

Φ → Κ+Κ− PDG: 1019.5 MeV
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More Particles..More Particles..
π0 → γγ → e+e- e+e-

TPC Rods

SSD TPC Vessel 1

TPC Vessel 2

SDD

SPD

γ-ray image of ALICE
photon conversion vertices

π0 → γγ
1 < pt < 1.5 GeV

PHOS (9 m2)

Ξ → Λπ → πp π
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A taste of things to come..A taste of things to come..

p/p ratio 
to study Baryon Transport via

di-quark stopping or gluon junctions

ππππ- HBT correlation function 
to study space-time evolution

(also reference for heavy ion data)

Data

Monte Carlo (no HBT correlations)

TOF PID spectra
to study particle production

<pt> versus multiplicity
to tune Monte Carlo programs

(and watch for surprises ?)

<pt> in 0.3 to 4 GeV
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Finally…Finally…

Work in progress..
dN/dη at 2.36 TeV

statistical error negligible
final systematic error under evaluation

(still 7% for the time being)

LHC
√√√√s = 2.36 TeV

LHC
√√√√s = 900 GeV
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ALICE is a very happy (and busy) girl right now
Thanks & Congratulations to the ‘Accelerating’ team

Some Christmas lights…
(Data, no simulations please ..)


